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Abstract. Two-dimensional
hybridsimulations
usinga curvilinearcoordinate
systemare carriedout to studythe interaction
of the Earth'sbowshock(BS) with
an interplanetary
directionaldiscontinuity.
In particular,plasmaflowpatternsare
examined.In the interaction
of the bowshockwith an interplanetary
tangential
discontinuity
(TD), a bulgeof magnetic
fieldandplasmamaybe presentnearthe
intersection
betweenthe frontsof the BS and the TD. The bulgeexpandsto the
upstreamand is embedded
in the solarwind. Highmagneticfieldand ion density
arepresentin the boundaryregions
of the bulge,andthe temperature
in the bulge
is significantly
higherthanthat in the ambientsolarwind. A coreof lowdensity
and sometimes
lowfieldis presentinsidethe bulge.The flowspeedchanges
from
supersonic
in the solarwind to subsonic
throughoutthe bulge.A strongsunward

deflection
in flowvelocityis presentbothin the bulgeandin the magnetosheath
behindthe bulge. The presence
of suchhot anomalous
flowsdependson the
directionand symmetryconditionof the upstreammotionalelectricfield. The

formationof the bulgeandthe associated
anomalous
flowsis foundto be mainly
dueto (1) the reflected
ionswhicharefocused
to TD undertheproperelectricfield
conditions,
(2) the unbalanced
pressure
associated
with the geometry
change
and
reformationof the BS whichcausesthe expansionof downstream
and the sunward
motionof ions,or (3) the occurrence
of magneticreconnection
in the currentsheet.

In the interaction
of the BS with an interplanetary
rotationaldiscontinuity
(RD),
the flow may be deflectedsunwardby the magnetictensionforceassociated
with
the resultingrotationaldiscontinuities
andslowshocks
in the magnetosheath.
It is
suggested
that the observed
anomalous
floweventsupstreamof the bowshockmay
be dueto the BS/TD interaction,
andbothBS/RD andBS/TD interactions
may
generatestrongsunwardflow deflectionsin the magnetosheath.
1. Introduction

fieldandflowmaychange
arbitrarilyacross
thetangential discontinuity.On the otherhand,a rotationaldis-

Magnetohydrodynamic
(MHD) discontinuities
and
continuity
hasa finitenormalcomponent
of magnetic
shockwavesareoftenobserved
in the solarwind[e.g., field. In the idealMHD, the fieldstrengthandplasma
Chao and Olbert,1970; Burlaga,1971; Burlagaand densityare constant
across
a rotationaldiscontinuity,

Ness,1969;ChaoandLepping,1974;Neugebauer
e! al., and the tangentialmagneticfieldmay rotate arbitrar1984;Richtere! al., 1985;Goslinge! al., 1994; Whang ily [e.g.,LandauandLifshitz,1960].The structure
of
plasmashasbeensimulated
e! al., 1996]. Amongthem, tangentialdiscontinuitiesRD and TD in collisionless

(TDs) and rotationaldiscontinuities
(RDs) or Alfven by manyauthors[e.g.,SwiftandLee,1983;Leeet al.,
wavesare mostfrequentlyseen[e.g.,BurlagaandNess, 1989;RichterandScholer,1989;CargillandEastman,
1969;Behannon
e! al., 1981;Neugebauer
e! al., 1984]. 1991;Lin andLee,1993].
Observations of forward and reverse fast shocks and

The Earth'sbowshock(BS) is a fast-mode
shock,
slowshocks
havealsobeenreported[ChaoandOlbert, whichis formedby the supersonic
solarwindflowing
1970;Russelle! al., 1983; Whange! al., 1996;Gosling past the Earth'smagneticfield [e.g., Cabill and Pae! al., 1994].At a tangentialdiscontinuity,
the normal tel, 1967]. Sincethe bow shockis the first frontierof
of the Earth, any interplanecomponentof magneticfield is zero,and the normalflow the plasmaenvironment
that propagateto the Earth would
velocityrelativeto the discontinuity
alsovanishes.The tary discontinuities
totalpressure
isbalanced,
whilethetangential
magnetic first encounter the bow shock. The interaction of interplanetary discontinuitieswith the Earth's bow shock

hasbeenoneof the very importanttopicsfor decades
Copyright1997by the AmericanGeophysical
Union.
Paper number 97JA01989.
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[e.g.,Burlagaand Ogilvie,1969;Brunelliand Grib,
1973; Volkand Auer, 1974;Neubauer,1975;Burgess
andSchwartz,
1988;Wuet al., 1993;YahandLee,1994,
1996;Linet al., 1996a,b].
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The work presented in this paper is motivated by

of TD, where the motional electric field associatedwith

the companionpapersby Schwartzet at. [1985,1988], the upstream bulk flow focusesreflectedionstoward the
Thomsenet at. [1986, 1988],and Paschmannet at. TD from either side of the TD. For other geometriesof
[1988],whichreporta classof eventsobserved
by satel- the electric fields, the ions may interact with the bow
lites near the Earth's

bow shock. The events are char-

acterizedby a large changein plasmaflow velocitythat
for a short period of time has a strongsunwarddeflection relative to the ambient plasma. The majority of
the eventsare found to be associatedwith a grossrotation in the interplanetary magnetic field. They have
been reported as "plasma structures with anomalous

shock and cause the modification

of the shock. He has

also suggestedthat the TD can deprive a limited spatial region of downstream reflected-gyratingions and
causethe shock to be unstable, which may lead to the
injection of a density pulse to the upstream. Further

two-dimensional(2-D) hybrid simulationsby Thomas
et at. [1991]indeedshowthat the structurenear the

flowdirections"[Paschmann
et at., 1988,p.11279],"active currentsheetin the solarwind" [Schwartzet at.,
1985,p.269],and "hot diamagnetic
cavities"[Thomsen
et at., 1986, p.2961]. Hereafterin this paper, we term

contact locus between the bow shock and a TD may
be very different for different types of motional electric
fields. A region with high ion temperature, low magnetic field, and low density,can be generatedunder the
the events as "the anomalous flow events." The events
"proper" type of the electricfield which focusesthe rehave been identified in both upstream near the bow flected ions to the current sheet, whereasno hot flow
shockand in the magnetosheath
[e.g.,•chwartz et at., anomaly is present for motional electric fields directing
1988;Paschmannet at., 1988]. The solarwind events ions away from the current sheet on both sidesof the
usually contain a hot subsonicplasma embeddedin the TD. These simulations and the simulation cases shown
upstream wind, showinga low-density core flanked by by Thomsene! at. [1993],however,are carriedout for
narrow regions of high density as well as strong field. the normal of the bow shockand its upstreamflow veThe orientations of boundary normals at the leading locity being parallel to the TD front. Thus there is no
and trailing edge of the eventsmay be very different.
relative motion of the TD along the bow shockfront,
It has been suggestedthat the formation of these as is quite different from the real situation in which the
events is due to the interaction of the bow shock with
interaction line movesalong the curvedbow shock,and

an interplanetaryTD or RD [Schwartzet at., 1988; the interaction time of the incomingTD with a local
Paschmann et at., 1988; Burgessand Schwartz, 1988;
Burgess, 1989; Thomas et at., 1991; Thomsen et at.,

bow shockmay be short.

indicated that the discontinuitiesmay "breakup" if the
angle between the normal directionsof BS and TD is
greater than a critical angle. It has been suggestedby

to the general Riemann problem, the interaction between a fast shockand an MHD discontinuityor shock
may lead to the generationof up to sevenMHD discon-

The purposeof this paper is to study the genera1988, 1993]. (See also the review paper by Schwartz tion of anomalousflowsby the interactionbetweenthe
[1995]).The theoreticalstudyby Neubauer[1975]has curvedBS and an interplanetaryTD or RD. According

1961; Jeffrey
Schwartzet at. [1988]that the breakupof the disconti- tinuities and shockwaves[e.g., Gogosov,
and Taniuti, 1964; Neubauer, 1976; Wu et at., 1993;
Yan and Lee,1994, 1996;œinet al., 1996a].The interand field. Paschmannet at. [1988]havesuggested
that actionof the bow shockwith interplanetarydiscontinuthe interaction of the bow shock with an interplane- itieshasbeenstudiedby gasdynamic
theory[Shenand
tary RD may causean amplificationof magneticstress Dryer, 1972;Dryer, 1973],MHD theoriesfor perpendicand thus the generationof bulge structure on the bow ular shocks[e.g., VolkandAuer, 1974],andMHD simshock. They have in addition pointed out that the inter- ulations[Yan and Lee, 1996]. One-dimensional
MHD
nal structure of TD may be another candidate to cause [Wu et at., 1993]simulations
havebeencarriedout to
the bulge. On the other hand, it has alsobeenproposed study the interaction of an interplanetaryTD with a
that flux transfer eventsat the magnetopausemay also perpendicular BS. An additional fast shockor fast exlead to the observedanomalousflow events[Thomsen pansionwave and a transmitted tangentialdiscontinuity are found to be generatedin the interaction, and
et at., 1986].
Thomsenet at. [1986,1988]haveshownthat many the bow shockis modified. A solarwind dynamicpresof the events are observedwhere the geometry of the sure pulse may be carried by the newly generatedfast
bow shockis changingand a large fraction of specularly waveand tangential discontinuityto the Earth's magnetopause. By performinga 1-D hybrid simulation,Mandt
reflectedions are present. The one-dimensional
(l-D)
hybridsimulationby BurgessandSchwartz[1988]have and Lee[1991]studiedthe interactionof an impinging
indicated that ion kinetic effects may also be impor- fast wave with the magnetopause,which is considered
tant in the formation of the bulge. Some studieshave to be a tangential discontinuityto separatethe geomagbeen conductedfor the effectsof ion beam instability on netic and magnetosheathmagneticfields. Nevertheless,
a backgroundplasma[Thomasand Brecht,1988; On- in general,the normal of the local BS may not be in the
sager e• at., 1990]. Using a test particle calculation samedirection as the normal of the interplanetaryTD.
associated with the interaction between the bow shock
In the framework of MHD theory, the obliqueinteracand a TD, Burgess[1989]hasshownthat the anoma- tion of BS with TD has beeninvestigatedby Neubauer
lous flows can be formed by specularly reflected ions [1975].
moving upstream of the bow shockalong a certain type
The transmissionof Alfven wavesthrough the bow
nuities may lead to the formation of a bulge of plasma
region on the bow shock and thus a deflection in flow
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The ion gyrofrequencyft0 in the solarwind is chosen
shockhasbeenstudiedby an idealMHD analysis[Hassam,1978]. One-dimensional
[Yan and Lee,1996]and to be 0.5 s-1, whereft0 - eBo/mc,Bo is the magnitwo-dimensional
[Yan and Lee, 1994]simulations
have tude of the unperturbed interplanetary magneticfield
also been carried out to study the interaction of an in- (IMF), e is the electroncharge,m is the ion mass,and
terplanetary RD or Alfven waveswith the bow shock. c is the speedof light. This value of ft0 corresponds
The simulation

shows that

as a result of the interac-

to an IMF B0 .

5 nT.

The simulation results shown

tion, a slow-mode-like
structure[e.g.,Songet al., 1992] in this paper are for an electrontemperatureTe - O.
with an increase in plasma density and a decreasein The effectsof electrontemperaturewill be discussed
magneticfield is presentin the magnetosheath
near the elsewhere.In the solarwind, the ion inertial length
magnetopause.
In addition,Linet al. [1996a,b] have )•0-- ½/•3pi0,
where•piOis the ionplasmafrequency,
is
carried out 1-D and 2-D hybrid simulations to inves- chosen
to be 0.17 RE. The grid sizealongthe r directigate the pressure pulses generated in the bow shock
and the magnetosheathby the interaction betweenan
interplanetary RD and the bow shock. Two rotational
discontinuities, two slow shocks, and a weak fast ex-

tion is Ar -- 0.17 RE. The simulations have also been

The simulation

t• be uniform,and the IMF is constant
in the simu-

run for a higherspatial resolutionwith Ar -- 0.25A0
and rat) _• 0.8A0, and the results are similar to those

shownin this paper. The Alfven speedin the solarwind
pansionwavemay be generatedby the BS/RD interac- is chosento be VA0- 0.084RE/s. The ion plasmabeta
tion. In the 2-D simulation, it is seenthat not only a fi0 in the solarwind is assumedto be 0.5, and the ion
dynamic pressurepulse can be carried into the magne- gyroradius is about 0.12 R/• in the solar wind. The
tosheath by the transmitted rotational discontinuities abovevalueof the ion inertial lengthis about 10 times
and slowwaves,but reflectedor backstreamingions at of the realvaluein the solarwind,andthe Alfvenspeed
localbowshock[e.g.,Leroyand Winske,1983;$choler is about 7 times. The relativelylargecell sizeand wind
and Terasawa,1990]canalsocontributeto the genera- speed in the simulation will allow the calculation to be
tion of pressurepulsesboth upstream and downstream cost-effective.
In oursimulation,the numberofparticles
of the bow shockwhen a local quasi-parallelshockbe- per grid is nearly 40-200. We have also run simulations
comesa quasi-perpendicular shock.
for differentchoices
of A0andfoundthat the shapeand
In this paper, we carry out 2-D hybrid simulations strengthof the bowshockare nearlyunchanged.
The simulation is performed suchthat first the bow
usinga curvilinear coordinatesystemsimilar to that of
of high-speed
solar
Lin e! al. [1996b]to studythe interactionof the BS shockBS isformedby the convection
with a directional interplanetary discontinuity. The di- wind alongthe -x directionto the Earth. Second,an
rectional discontinuity may be an RD or a TD across interplanetaryTD or RD is allowedto propagateinto
which the magnetic field changesdirection but plasma the domain toward BS at a certain time after the bow
density, flow, and field strength are almost constant. shockis formed. Initially, the solar wind is assumed
model is described

in section 2. In sec-

tion 3, we presentthe simulationresultsfor BS/TD
interaction.The resultsof BS/RD interactionare presentedin section4. A summary is given in section5.
2. Simulation

Model

In the hybrid simulation, the ions are treated as discrete particles, and the electronsare treated as a mass-

lessfluid. The 2-D hybrid code used in this study is

lation domain. The ion temperature is assumedto be
isotropic.At t - 0, the solarwind startsto passthe obstacle,that is, the semicircularmagnetopause.
Across
the frontsideboundary at r - 35 RE, the solar wind
flows and convectsthe IMF B0 into the simulationdomain. The straight line boundarysegmentsat • - 0ø
and • - 180ø representtwo outflowboundaries,
respec-

tively. A reflectingwall boundaryconditionis applied
at the inner boundary with r - 10

The initial TD and RD are assumedto be a planar 1-

developed
by Swift [1995,1996]and hasbeenusedby D structurethat is perpendicularto the xy plane,across
Linet al. [1996b]to simulatethe generation
of pressure which the physicalquantitiesexperiencea jump only
pulsesin the magnetosheathby the interaction of the alongthe discontinuitynormal n, whichis the propabow shockwith an interplanetary RD.
The 2-D simulation is carried out in the equatorial

gation directionk of the discontinuity.The initial discontinuityis allowedto propagatealong an arbitrary
plane, in which the x axis is assumedto be alongthe directionto the bowshock.The TD is an entropymode
Sun-Earthline and pointingto the Sun,and the y axisis discontinuityconvectingwith plasma,relativeto which
pointingfrom duskto dawn. A polar coordinatesystem the plasma flow velocity
is used in the simulation, which consistsof the radial

distancer in the xy plane, the z axis pointing from

v• -0

(1)

northto south,and the polarangle• - tan-l(x/y).
The Earth is locatedat the origin. The simulationdo- wherethe subscriptn indicatesthe normalcomponent.
main is within the region with 10 RE < r < 35 RE and The normal magneticfield component
0ø _• 0 _• 180ø. The inner boundaryat r - 10 RE corre-0
spondsto the magnetopause.The grids are uniformly
distributed in the r and 0 directions, with a total of
The total pressureis balanced acrossthe TD, with
151 x 122 grids. In the 2-D simulation, the physical
quantities are assumedto be uniform in the z direction.

P + B•/21•o- const
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on bothsidesof the TD, eithertowardor
in a plasmawith an isotropictemperature,whereP is symmetric
3 to 6, the magnetic
field
the thermal pressure.In this study,we only consider awayfromthe TD. In cases
the interaction of directional discontinuities with BS;

geometry
andthemotional
electric
fieldareasymmetric

that is, we assumethat the tangentialmagneticfield on the two sidesof TD, and a relativelylargemodificacan changedirectionarbitrarilyacrossthe initial TD, tion of the bow shockdue to the BS/TD interactionis
[e.g.,Neubauer,
1975].
but plasmadensity•pressure,
and fieldstrengthdo not anticipated
havea significantchange.In addition,the flowvelocity

is assumedto be unchangedacrossthis interplanetary 3.1. Symmetric Electric Field
current sheet.
In case1, the initial IMF hasan angleof 60ø relative
In a plasmawith an isotropictemperature,the di- to the xy plane,andthe fieldcomponent
in the xy plane
rectionof the tangentialmagneticfield can changear- makesan angle of 45ø with the -x and -y direction,
bitrarily acrossthe rotationaldiscontinuity,
while the with Bx0= By0= -0.354B0andBzo= 0.866B0.The
magneticfield strengthand plasmadensityand pres- solar wind is assumed to have a speed of V0 - 5VA0
sureremainunchanged.The normalcomponentof in- alongthe -x direction,whichcorresponds
to an Alfven
flowvelocityat the rotationaldiscontinuity
satisfies
Mach numberMn = Vo/Vno = 5. An interplanetary

- +

convects
intothesimulation
do(4) tangentialdiscontinuity
mainfromthe frontsideboundary
at t - 20 f•l,

/ vS,o ,

where N is the ion.number density,m• is the ion mass,

acrosswhich the magneticfield changesdirectionby
andthe positive(negative)signis appliedif the normal A•B - 120ø. Behind the initial TD, the magnetic
incidentvelocityis parallel(antiparallel)to the normal field components
are Bxl - Bvl = -0.354B0 and
componen•of magneticfield B,•. The changeof the Bzl - -0.866B0, where the subscript"1" indicates
tangentialvelocityacrossthe rotationaldiscontinuity quantitiesbehindthe TD. Note that the TD propagates
shouldobey the Walen relation
with a 45ø anglerelative to the -x and +y direction.
In this case,the x and y componentsof the magnetic

AV, - +AB,/v/l•omiN

(5) field do not changeacrossthe TD but Bz reversessign.

where AVt is the variation of tangentialflow velocity The motionalelectricfield projectedto the normaln of
acrossRD, and ABt is the changeof tangentialmag- the TD, En -- E0 ßn = - (V0 x Bz0) ßn, pointstoward
netic field. The normal componentof magneticfield
the TD on both the leadingand the trailingsideof the
Bn = const

(6)

at the rotational discontinuity.When RD or TD propa-

TD.

The left, middle,and right columnsin FigureI show

thesimulation
results
at t = 40,60,and75•-1, respec-

gatesto various
positions,
themagnetic
fieldandplasma tively. Shownin FigureI are, fromthe top, magnetic
quantities
at the corresponding
positions
in thefrontside field vectorsin the xy plane, the contoursof magnetic
semi-circularboundarychangesdirection. The half field B (in logarithmscales),z component
magnetic
width of the initial RD or TD is assumed to be about
field Bz, ion numberdensityN, ion flowspeedV and
2•0.
thermal pressureP, and streamlines
in the xy plane.
In the calculation,the ionsare acceleratedby electro- At t - 40 f•l,

a bowshockhasformedin frontof

magneticforces.The electricfieldis determined
from the magnetopause,
asindicatedin Figure1. Acrossthe
the electronmomentumequation,and it is then used BS the magneticfield,ion numberdensity,andpressure
in the Faraday'slaw to advancethe magneticfield. increase,while the flow speeddecreases.
The flow di-

Quasi-charge
neutralityis assumed
in the hybridcode.
The codeutilizesthe subcyclingof the advanceof the
magneticfield to the advanceof the particle. In our
simulation,the time stepfor the advanceof particles

vergesto the dawn(right)anddusk(left)flanksides.
The initial interplanetaryTD haspropagatednear the
dusksideBS, as indicatedin Figure 1. Note that across
the TD the magneticfieldlinesarealignedwith the dis-

is At - 0.1 f•x, andthe magnetic
fieldis advancedcontinuity front.
10 time stepsfor everytime stepthe particlesare adAt t = 60 f•l, the TD hasalready
interacted
with

vanced. The magneticfield B is normalizedto the part of the BS on the dusk sideand has reachedthe
unperturbedIMF B0, ion numberdensityN to No, subsolarregionon the shockfront of the BS. It appears
flowvelocity
V to VA0,andtimet to f•l. Thether- that similarto the resultsobtainedby Neubauer[1975],
mal and magneticpressures
are expressed
in unitsof Burgess
and Schwartz[1988],and Wu et al. [1993],a
Po- B•/l•o,whichisequalto NoV•o.
modifiedbow shock(BS•) and a transmittedtangential discontinuity(TD•), whichappearsin the magne-

3. Interaction
With

of an Interplanetary

TD

BS

In this section,we presentsix casesfor BS/TD interaction, as indicated in Table 1. In cases1 and 2, the
normal componentof the motionalelectricfield relative
to the initial TD as inferred from the upstream mag-

netic field and bulk flow velocity of the bow shockis

Table 1. Casesfor BS/TD Interaction
SymmetricE

AsymmetricE

E toward TD

case 1

case 3

E awayfrom TD

case2

cases4, 5, and 6

BS, bow shock;TD, tangentialdiscontinuity.
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t - 40f•1

t -- 60•'•-1
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t = 75f•-•

Field

Figure1. (topto bottom)
Magnetic
fieldvectors
inthexy plane,contours
ofmagnetic
fieldB,

z component
magnetic
fieldBz, ionnumber
density
N, ionflowspeed
V andthermalpressure
P,

andstreamlines
inthexyplane
at (left)t - 40f•, (middle)
t = 60f•, and(right)
t - 75f•

obtained
in case1. Thestraight
lineS in therightcolumn
indicates
thepathfortheprofiles
in
Figure 3.

tosheathasindicatedin the middlecolumnof Figure1,
have formed as a result of the interaction between the
initial BS and a directional TD. The transmitted fastmode wave is too weak to be identified. The modified

mucheffecton the simulation,althoughit resultsin a
slightly higher Mach number of the shock.

At t = 60 f•,

a cavityhasformedin the contact

areabetweenthe BS and TD. This cavityappearsto be
bowshockandthe transmittedtangentialdiscontinuity, embeddedin the downstream
plasmaof the bowshock,
whichpropagates
to the magnetopause,
proceedbehind in whichthe magneticfieldandion numberdensityare
the initial TD as the TD sweeps
the BS. The strength belowthe valuesof the ambientdownstream,
similarto
of the modifiedbow shockis nearly the sameas that the resultsby Thomaset al. [1991].The temperature
of the originalBS. Acrossthe transmittedtangential increasesnear the edgesof the cavity. Figure 2a shows
discontinuity,
the fieldrotatesby nearlythe sameangle the ion particlevelocities
vix, viy, andviz (normalized
as acrossthe initial TD. A detailedanalysisfor all the to VAo)along0 = 90ø, the trailingedgeof the cavity,
wavemodesand associated
pressurepulsesgenerated fromr - 17Rs to 21Rs at t - 60f•. Reflected
ions
throughthe obliqueBS/TD interactionwill be given are observed at the intersection between the BS and
e.lsewhere.

Notethat in our 2-D simulation,
the bowshockkeeps
propagatingsunwardbecause
of the pileupof magnetic
flux at the magnetopause.This systematicmotionis
slowafter the bowshockhasformed,with a speedof
lessthan 10%of the upstreamflowvelocityor the relative speedbetweenthe BS and TD. The strengthand
structureof the BS are nearlynot changing
with time
if withoutthe interactionwith the TD. This slightly
relativemotionbetweenthe BS and TD may not have

TD nearr = 19R•, asshownin the vix andviy plots.
These ions gain energyfrom the motional electricfield
and are acceleratedin the +y directiontowardthe TD.
The electric field focuses the hot reflected ions to the

currentsheetfrom both the leadingand trailingsides.
Note that the flow velocity is also deflectedfrom the

edgesof the cavity towardthe currentsheet,as shown
in the streamlineplot in the middlecolumnof Figure
1. The cavity has slightlyexpandedby this time, and
the contact area between the BS and TD is wider than
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0-90 ø

(b) t-75,

0-60 ø

15

-15

15

-15

15

0

-

-15

17

2117
r

24
r

Figure 2. The ion particlevelocities
vix, viy, and viz (normalized
to VA0)as a functionof

distance
r fromthecenter
oftheEarth(inunitsofRE) along(a) 0 - 90øfort -- 60fl• • and
(b) 0 - 60øfort - 75fl•.
the width of the TD. This cavity, however,does not

ions appear more scatteredin the bulge region,as seen

developas in the casesshownby Thomase! al. [1991]. in Figure 2b. Nevertheless,no strong thermalization

At t = 60 fl• •, its bottomhasreached
theresulting appearsin the z direction. The perpendiculartemperaTD • in the downstreamregion. At the center of the
cavity, the temperature is nearly as low as that in the
upstream plasma. The flow speed is nearly the same
as the upstream inflow speed. This cavity is not in
equilibrium.

As the TD further propagatesalongthe surfaceof BS,
hot reflectedions accumulateupstreamnear the edges
of the TD, as predictedby Burgess[1989]. Somehot
reflectedions are left behind the TD as it propagates,
and a bulge of hot ions is formed at the trailing edgeof
the BS/TD intersection.On the other hand, no bulge
appears at the leading side of the TD. The bulge ex-

pandsto its ambientwithtime. At t = 75 fl• •, the
TD has propagatedto the dawnside(y > 0), wherethe
fronts of TD and BS are almost perpendicularto each
other and the interaction

time between the TD and BS

is relatively long. A significantbulge has developedon
the BS front at the trailing edgeof the TD. The width
of the TD becomesquitelargenearthe BS/TD interaction region, spanningthe bulge. The bulge standsinto
the upstream of the BS by about 2 RE relative to the
averagefront of the bow shock. The bulge structure is
found to be localized and moving with the initial TD

ture is much higherthan the parallel temperaturein the
bulge region, as is quite differentfrom the satelliteobservationswhich showthat the ions are nearly isotropic

in the hot anomalous
flowevents[e.g., Thomsene! al.,
1986]. The lack of the isotropicthermalizationmay be
due to the fact that the spatial resolution in the simulation is not high enoughfor wave instabilitiesassociated with the large temperature anisotropyto develop
within the bulge. It may also be due to the 2-D nature
of the simulation. The bulge uniformly extendsto infinity in the z direction, and there are no wave vectors
associatedwith any instabilities in the z direction. A
further study using three-dimensionalparticle models
with more realistic time and spatial scalesis necessary.
In order to see the properties of field and plasma
quantities in the bulge, here we plot the profilesof the

physical
quantities
at t - 75 fl• • asa function
of the
spatial coordinate 0 along part of the path $ as indicated in the right columnof Figure 1, which passes
through the bulge with an angle of 21ø relative to the
y direction. The left column of Figure 3 shows,from
top to bottom, the spatial profilesof the magneticfield
componentsBr, Bz, Bo, field strength B, latitudinal

on the surface of the BS.

angleas (dashedline) and azimuthalangle7B (solid
line) of the magneticfield, flow speedV, latitudinalanfront and the motion of reflected ions is an outward
gleav (dashedline) andazimuthalangle7v (solidline)
motion of the ion flow. A strong sunwarddeflection of the ion flow, ion numberdensityN, and temperature
of the flow is seenin the streamlineplot in the right T. Here aB (av) is the anglebetweenthe magneticfield
column of Figure 1. Figure 2b showsthe ion velocities (flowvelocity)and the z axis,and 7s (7v) is the angle
at t = 75fl• • .atvarious
locations
fromr = 17RE to betweenthe field (flow velocity) projectionin the xy
24 RE along 0 = 60ø which passesthrough the bulge plane and the x axis. Note that av - 0ø and 7v - 90ø
Associatedwith the sunwardexpansionof the bulge

region. The bulge region ranges from r •_ 20 RE to
22 RE along this radial line. The thermal velocitiesof

indicatesa sunwardflow alongthe +x direction. A close
look of the contoursof magneticfield, ion numberden-
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Figure 3. (left) Profilesof the normalizedquantitiesalongthe path $ in Figure 1 as a function
of the spatialcoordinatet). (top to bottom) Spatialprofilesof the magneticfield components
Br, Bz, Bs, field strengthB, latitudinalangleaB (dashedline) and azimuthalangle?B (solid
line) of the magneticfield,flowspeedV, latitudinalangleav (dashedline) and azimuthalangle
?v (solidline)of the ionflow,ionnumberdensityN, andtemperature.
The angleas (a•) is the
anglebetweenthe magneticfield (flowvelocity)and the z axis,and ?s (?•) is the anglebetween
the field (flow velocity)projectionin the xy plane and the x axis. All the anglesare in units
of degree.The two verticaldotted lineson eachsideroughlymark the boundaryregionof the
bulgeon that side. (right) Contoursof (top) magneticfield, (middle)ion numberdensity,and

(bottom)temperature
around
thebulgeregion
at t- 75f•l.
sity, and temperature around the bulge region is also
shownin the right column of Figure 3.
A significantincreasein magneticfield and ion number density relative to the ambient upstream is found in
the boundary regionsof bulge, as seenfrom the spatial
profiles in the left column of Figure 3, where the two
vertical dotted lines on each side of the plots roughly
define the boundary region on the correspondingside
of the bulge. This bulge structure is embeddedin the
solar wind, which has a low magneticfield, ion number
density, and temperature. A plasma region with low
density is present at the center of the event, as seen in
the profilesof N as well as its contourplot. There also
exists a core of low field region in later times, but it
is in general not as low as the density. The thickness
of the boundary region, where the high density flanks
the bulge, and the strength of the associatedfield and
density may be different as one passesthrough a different part of the bulge. The latitudinal angle as of
magnetic field changesfrom 0ø to 120ø, and this field

change is usually present on the leading side of the
bulge. Large fluctuationsin the azimuthal angle?s are
found throughout the event. The azimuthal angle% of
the flow velocity is found to changefrom 180ø before
the event to about 80ø in the bulge region. This change
indicates that the flow strongly deviatessunwardfrom
its upstream earthward direction. Note that ?v < 90ø
representsa sunward component with Vx > 0. The ion
flow speed is reduced from supersonicin the solar wind
to subsonicin the bulge. Many of the above results
are consistentwith the satellite observationsof the up-

streamanomalous
floweventsnearthe bowshock[e.g.,
Schwartze! al., 1988].
The increase in temperature exists in most part of
the bulgeregion,while this increaseis relatively slowat
the trailing edgewhere the high densityflanksthe center part of the bulge. The temperature increaseat the
leading edgeof the bulge tends to be sharp, as shownin
Figure 3, differentfrom the trailing edgewherethe temperature increasesslowly in the high densityboundary.
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The trailing part of the profile is more consistentwith

the observations
[e.g.,Paschmann
et al., 1988;'Schwartz
et al., 1988]than the leadingpart. A closeexamination
of the simulation results showsthat the total pressureat
the leadingedgeis muchlarger than that in the ambient
plasmas,indicating a strongertime variation near the
leadingedge. In someother casesin whichthe bulgehas
further developed,the total pressurethere is reducedto
a moderate level. In the simulation, little effectsof reflected ions are found at the leadingedgeof the bulge.
Note that in the simulation the propagation speed of
the TD relative

to the curvature

of the bow shock front

is larger than that in the reality.
As the TD

continues to move into the flank side of

the BS, the outer boundaryof the bulgeextendstoward
the dawnside. The sunward deflection in flow becomes
weaker. We have also simulated the cases with the same

BS and TD as case I but different magnitude of Bz0.
The results are similar to case 1. For example, a significant bulge also forms in the case with a 70ø field
rotation angle acrossthe TD. Overall, the strength of
the bulge and the associatedflow sunwarddeflectionis
larger for a larger Bz0.
In case2, the initial BS and TD are similar to that of
case1, except that the sign of B• is different from that

N

in case 1, with B•0 - -0.866B0 ahead of the TD and
B• - +0.866B0 behind TD. The motional electric field

is pointing away from the TD on both sidesof the current sheet. Figure 4 showsthe field lines, streamlines,

andcontours
ofphysical
quantities
at t - 75f•y•. Similar to the results in case 1, a transmitted tangential

discontinuityTD • is presentin the downstreamregion
behind

the interaction

line.

V

The structure near the interaction regionbetweenthe
TD and BS, however, is quite different from that in case

1. Instead of the formation of a bulgewhich standsout
of the averagebow shockfront, at somedistancefrom
the interactionregionthe front of BS• appearsto locate
inward toward the downstream,as shownin Figure 4.
The bow shocknear the interaction region undergoesa
reforming and steepeningprocess. This is due to the
fact that the motional

electric field causes the reflected

ions to gyrate away from the TD on both sidesof it
and thus leads to the lack of downstreamgyrating ions.
The local bow shock is therefore

unstable

in a manner

similarto that suggested
by Burgess
[1989].The shock
steepens,and more reflected ions are formed near the
region. This effectis more evidentas the TD is sweeping
the bow shockand movinginto the dawnside. Behind
the interaction line, a bulge-like structure is formed as

Streamli

shownin Figure 4, which containsa hot plasma. A
sunwardflow deflectionis presentcorrespondingly.
In
later timesof the simulationrun, this bulgealsoextends Figure 4. Magnetic field vectors, contoursof B, Bz,
.

into the upstream. Nevertheless,the overall size of the

upstreambulge is not as large as that of case1.
3.2. Asymmetric

Electric Field

N, V, andP, andstreamlines
forcase
2 at t - 75f•.

ber density,pressure,and flow velocity do not change
In the followingcases,the motional electricfield on acrossthe initial TD, whereasthe magneticfield directhe two sidesof the TD is assumedto be asymmetric. tion changes.The effectsof a small densityjump across
In cases3 to 5, the magneticfield strength,ion num- the TD are shown in case 6.
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In case3, the initial interplanetary magneticfield is in

Field
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Vec

the xy planewith Bxo - Byo- -0.707Bo, whichmakes

ß

an angle of 45ø with the -x and -y directions. The z
componentmagneticfield Bzo - 0, and the Mach number MA -- 5. An interplanetaryTD propagatesinto the

domain
fromthefrontsideat t - 20f•l

across
which

the magneticfield changesdirectionby A•B -- 80ø, and
behind the initial TD the magneticfield componentsare
Bxl -- -0.12Bo, By• - -0.12Bo, and Bz• - -0.98Bo.
Behind the TD, the motional electric field has a com-

B

ponent pointing toward the current sheet, whereasthe
electricfield is alignedwith the surfaceof the TD front
in the regionahead of the TD.
Figure 5 showsthe field lines, contoursof magnetic
field, Bz, N, flow speed V and P, and streamlinesat

t - 70 f•.

The resultof thiscaseis verysimilar

to that of case 1. Behind the TD, the reflected ions
near the bow shock are focusedto the TD by motional
electric field. This effect then leads to the formation

...

of

the bulge at the intersectionbetweenthe TD and BS.
The bow shockBS in the dawn regionis a quasi-parallel
shockand appearsmore turbulent than that in the dusk
region.
One of the differences between case 3 and case 1 is

that the bow shockBS• hasbeenstronglymodifiedafter
the BS/TD interaction. The magneticfield is mainly
in the z direction behind the TD, whereasit is in the
xy plane ahead of it. The shocknormal angle, OBn=

N

cos-I(Bn/B), at any localbowshockalongBS• front
has changedgreatly as comparedwith that at BS before
the interaction.

The modification

of the bow shock is

found to also contributeto the formationof the bulge.
This effectis discussedin the followingfor case4.
In case4, the initial bow shockBS is the sameas that
in case 3. The initial

TD

V

is also similar to that in case

3, except that the rotation of the tangential magnetic
field is in the sense opposite to that in case 1. The
magnetic field componentsbehind the TD are B• =

Bu• - 0.12Boand Bz• - 0.98Bo,corresponding
to a
field rotation of A•B

-- --80 ø. The motional electric

field is pointing away from the TD on its trailing side
and alignedwith the TD front on its leadingside.
The left, middle, and right columnsin Figure 6 show

thesimulation
results
at t - 40,60,and70•-1, respectively.At t - 40f•l, theinitialinterplanetary
TD has
propagatednear the dusk side BS, as indicatedin Figure 6. The Bz component increasesacrossthe TD. At

t - 60 f•,

Sreamli

theTD hasreached
thesubsolar
region
of

the BS. A modified

bow shock BS' and a transmitted

tangential discontinuity TD' have formed behind the
interaction

line.

As seen in Figure 6, the front of the modified bow
shock BS• shifts sunward relative to the BS, consistent Figure 5. Field lines, con•oursof magneticfield, B•,

with the calculationby Neubauer[1975]. This change N, flowspeed
V andP, ands•reamlines
a• t- 70•
in the flaring angle of the shock front is due to the for case 3.
oblique interaction between the BS and TD, while the
outwardshift of the bow shockfront is largerfor a larger with a higher spatial resolutionof Ar - 0.25•0, and the
asymmetry in magnetic field on the two sidesof the results are very similar to those shownin Figure 6.
TD. The bow shockBS' becomesa nearly perpendicular
At t - 70 f•l, the interplanetary
TD haspropashock after the interaction.
The same case has been run
gated to a positionin the dawnsideregionof BS, where
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Figure6. Magnetic
fieldvectors,
contours
of various
quantities,
andstreamlines
at (left)t -

40f•, (middle)
t - 60f•, and(right)
t - 70f• obtained
fromcase
4.
the fronts of TD and BS are almost perpendicular to
each other. At the intersection between the two fronts,

a bulge of magneticfield and plasma has formed, as
shownin the right columnof Figure 6. The field lines
in the bulgeis bent towardthe upstream.The magnetic
field is fairly turbulent in both the interplanetaryTD
and the TD'.

Associated with the sunward expansion

of the bulgefront is an outwardmotionof the ion flow.

A strongsunwarddeflectionof the flow is seenin the
streamlineplot. The flow deflectionis found both in
the bow shockand in the magnetosheath
plasmaright
behindthe bulge. Notice that the flow event in the
magnetosheath
is not in the transmittedtangentialdiscontinuityTD'.
In this case,the formationof the bulgeis foundto be
causedmainly by the modificationof the bow shockin
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the BS/TD interaction,that is, the differencebetween comesmore significantas the initial TD propagatesto
the BS aheadof the interplanetary TD and the BSt be- the dawn sidewherethe anglebetweenthe frontsof BS
hind the TD. Across the contact area of the TD and
and TD is large. The sidewayexpansionis followedby
the BS, the front of the BSt is at a largerdistancefrom a sunward motion of the downstream ions behind the
the magnetopausethan that of the BS. The magnetic bulge,leadingto the formationof the largebulgein the
field, ion number density,and pressureat point a imme- right column of Figure 6 and the associatedsunward
diately downstreamof the BS•, as shownin the middle flow. Note that as the front of the TD is nearly percolumn of Figure 6, are much larger than the field and pendicular to the front of the BS, the interactiontime
plasma quantities at point b just upstream of the BS. betweenthe TD and BS is relatively long and the bulge
The plasma and field become discontinuousfrom a to
b. The magnetic field at point a is nearly 3.3 times of
that at point b, and the thermal pressureat point a is
nearly 51.1 times. The sum of the thermal and magnetic pressuresat point a is roughly the same as that

in the part of TD • betweena and b, but it is nearly 24
times larger than the total pressureat point b. Since
the plasma flow at point b is nearly along the -x direction, there is nearly no normal flow component at
the part of discontinuity between a and b and thus no
dynamic pressureto balancethe differencebetweenthe
pressuresat a and b. The plasmain TD • thus expands
toward point b. At the same time, the motional electric field behind

the TD

causes reflected

ions to move

away from the TD. The local bow shock becomesunstable, and the downstream plasma behind the contact
area of the BS and TD also expands sunward during

may be more significant.
Another important factor that may contributeto the

formation of the bulge is the presenceof disturbances
in the tangential discontinuityas it collideswith the
bow shock, as seen in case 4. The disturbancesmay
causethe diffusionof magneticfield and thus a magnetic
reconnection. The presenceof magnetic reconnection
and its effects are discussed below for case 5.

In case 5, the initial BS and the incoming interplanetary TD are the same as thosein case4, exceptthat
the field rotates by an angle of 120ø acrossthe TD, in
the same sense as in case 4. The TD propagates into

thesimulation
domain
at t = 10f•l. Theleft,middle,
and right columnsof Figure 8 showthe field vectors,
streamlines, and contours of B, N, and V at t = 50,

60, and70 f•l.

The projection
of fieldlinesin the

xy plane reversessignacrossthe TD, as seenin Figure.
the reformation of the bow shock.
8. When the incomingTD first collideswith the dusk
and a
Figure 7 showsthe contoursof magnetic field, ion side BS, the current sheet (TD) is compressed,
density, and temperature around the interaction region local magnetic field line reconnectionis found to take
site. At t = 50 f•l, perturbetweenthe BS and TD at an early time of the bulge placeat the interaction
formation of case 4. The calculation for this plo.t is

bations and some reconnection

performed for case 4 but with a higher spatial resolution of Ar = 0.25•0 and a correspondinglysmaller
time step. The initial TD is also assumedthinner, with
a half width of 1.5•0. The presenceof the bulge-like
structure is clearly seen in Figure 7 betweenthe two
different parts of the bow shockfront which has different standoff positions. The plasma is found to expand
sidewaysfrom the centerof the bulge. At this moment,
the densitynear the right boundaryis muchhigherthan
that in the inner area of the bulge. For the initial IMF
orientation in case 4, which may representan IMF in
the typical Parker spiral, the unbalancedpressurebe-

the transmittedtangentialdiscontinuityTD •, asshown
in the field vector plot in the left column of Figure 8.

At t = 60f•l, theinterplanetary
TD hasmoved
past
the subsolarpoint on the bow shock. A bulgeis present
at the intersection

N

10.3

Y/U

and the

T
18.7

12.6

12.6
2.6

TD

Figure 8. The variation of bulk flow velocity due to

18.7

12.6

between the incident

BS. In addition, a clear magnetic reconnectionis seen
at the intersection. Becauseof the strong field kink,
the ion flow is acceleratedby magnetictensionforceto
the upstream of the bow shock. A flow reversalwhich
is strongerthan that in case4 is found at X line, as
shownin the streamlineplot in the middle columnof

B
18.7

in field lines are seen in

10.3

2.6

2.6

Y/U

Figure 7. Contoursof B, N, and T around the bulge regionat an early time while the bulge
starts to form. Shownfor a run of case4 with a higher spatial resolution.
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Figure 8. Magnetic
fieldvectors,
streamlines,
andcontours
of B, N, andV at t - 50,60,and
70•-1 forcase5,
For caseswith the same initial BS (IMF in the xy
TD as
interplanetary TD has propagatedto the dawn side. plane)and the samefieldrotationsenseacross
reconnection is found to be more apparent when the

At t = 70f•,

theincident
TD haspropagated
to the in case4, the simulationof BS/TD interactionhasalso

dawn side flank of the BS. Because of the reconnection

been carried out for TDs with a field rotation angle

at the intersection of the initial TD and BS, someof the

A•B = -40 ø, -60 ø, -90 ø, -150 ø, -160 ø, and -180 ø.
The bulge and the corresponding
flow event are too

plasmais ejectedfrom the bow shockto the upstream,
as seen from the contour plots of ion number density
and flow speed.A filamentof high-densityionsis found
aroundthe reconnection
region.Again,a largesunward
deflectionappearsin the flowboth at the bowshockand
in the magnetosheath,
as seenin the streamlineplot.
A smallbackgroundresistivity,whichcorresponds
to
a collisionalfrequencyof 0.08 •o, is imposedin case5.

weak to be identified for the field rotation angle which
is less than 40ø. The modification of the bow shock by

BS/TD interaction
is stronger
as[A•B[ increases,
and
the floweventsare alsostronger.Forthe rotationangle
whichis greaterthan80ø,the enhancement
of sunward
deflectionin plasma flow by local magnetic reconnec-

tion is clearlyseen. Tangentialdiscontinuities
with a

We have also simulated a casewith a current-dependent

verylargefieldrotationangle,however,
maybe rarely

resistivity. The reconnectionpattern and the resulting
flow pattern are very similar to that shownin Figure 8.
The reconnectionprocessis found to be mainly determined by the driving forceassociatedwith the compressionof the currentsheetduringthe BS/TD interaction.

seen in the solar wind.

The bulgestructuremay be enhanced
if thereexists
a densityand field jump acrossthe initial TD. Figure
9 showsthe simulation results of case 6, in which the
initial BS and TD are the same as those in case 4, ex-
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shiftof the BS• frontrelativeto the BS is enhanced
by
the densityratio R•v • 1. In the upstreamregionof
the modifiedbowshockBS•, the ion numberdensityis
smallerthan the densityupstreamof the unperturbed
BS,andthethefieldisslightlylarger.TheAlfvenspeed

Field
Vectors

upstream of BS• is thus increased. Since the flow veloc-

ity is unchangedacrossthe initial TD, the AlfvenMach
MA of the bowshockis reduced.A decrease
in MA and
dynamic pressurecausesthe front of the bow shock to

movesunward,especiallyin the flank region.This can

alsobe understood
by considering
the changein up-

B

stream ramp pressuredue to the incomingTD. This
effectthus strengthens
the effectsof a net A•B across

the TD asin case4. Asa result,the bulgeis largerthen
that in the RN -- I case,and so is the flow deflection.
We have also simulated a casewhich has an R•v - 1.5

and otherwisethe sameas case6. The bulgeis found
to be smaller than that in cases 4 and 6. This result
may be due to that an R• > I leads to an inward shift

AT

of the bowshockfront,whichin thiscaseis againstthe
effects of A•B.

The generation of the bulge structure at the bow

shockby BS/TD interaction has been suggestedby
Schwartz½!al. [1988]. Apart from the ion kineticeffects, they have also discussedthe breakup of the bow
shockwhich is due to an large anglebetweenthe fronts
of BS and TD.

V

The motion of the interaction

line be-

tween the BS and TD is sloweddown if the angle betweentheir fronts is large. When the angleis greater
than a critical angle,the resultingdiscontinuitiesin the

BS/TD interactionwouldpropagateaheadof the interaction line. This would lead to the breakup of the

discontinuities
[Ncubaucr,1975].SuCha breakup,however, has not been identified in our simulation.

Streamlines

It hasalsobeensuggested
by Paschmann
e! al. [1988]
that the internal structure of the TD, such as a fila-

ment of low density plasma in the transition of TD,

may resultin changesin dynamicpressur
e and Mach
numberupstreamof the bow shock.This modifiedupstream condition may then causea deflection of the bow

shock.In our simulation,slightvariationsin densityare
Figure 9. Field vectors,contoursof magneticfield, present inside the TD transition. The upstream condiion number density and flow speed,and streamlinesat

t- 70f•

in case6.

cept there is an ion number densityjump R•v - 0.8
acrossthe TD. Here R•v -- N•/No, and N• and No are
the ion numberdensitybehindand aheadof the TD, respectively.Correspondingly,
the magneticfieldstrength
is slightlyincreasedacrossthe TD to satisfythe total
pressurebalance, whereasthe temperature is assumed
to be constant.The TD is assumedto propagateinto

the simulation
domainat t - 10 f•l.

Shown
in Fig-

ure 9 are the field vectors,contoursof magneticfield,
ion number density and flow speed,and streamlinesat

t - 70f•.

tion at local BS is changedby this internal TD structure especially when the fronts of the BS and TD are
perpendicularto each other. This change,however,is
relatively small and may not be the main reasonfor the
formation of the bulge structure. Some diffusionand
expansion are found associatedwith the incident TD in

our simulations
asit propagates
to the bowshock,but
these changesare relatively small, although the width
of the TD has effectson the size of the bulge. Nevertheless,we have not simulated the caseswith a special
internal

structure

of TD.

It shouldbe noticed that in cases4 to 6, the electric
fields are not toward the TD as in cases I to 3. The

Thebulgeat thebowshock
isfoundto be resultsin cases4 and 5 suggestthat the bulgemay also

larger than that in case4. A large sunwarddeflection be presentunder a largely asymmetricelectric field at
in the flow is observed,as shownin Figure9.
TD which causesa geometrychangeof the bow shock
The modification
of the bowshockafterthe BS/TD even though the electric field is not in the "proper"
interaction is stronger than that in case4. The outward

sense. This result seems to be in contrast to the claim
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of Thomase! al. [1991],in whosesimulationthe TD
is perpendicular to the straight bow shock front and
propagatesin the direction of bow shocknormal, which

At t = 70 •-1, the structure
withthefieldkinks
has propagatedfarther downstream. As obtainedby

œin et al. [1996a,b], this structure(RD1) is essen-

is quite differentfrom the realisticsituation. While the tially a combinationof rotational discontinuitiesand
presentsimulationhas suggested
someadditionalmech- slow shocks. Inside this structure, the magneticfield
anisms for the formation of the bulge, more detailed decreases,while the ion density and thermal pressure
searchesfor the structure and size of the bulge under slightlyincrease.This structurehasalsobeenfoundby
various electric field conditions need to be conducted in
Yah and Lee[1994,1996],who havesuggested
that the
future simulations.
propagationof this structure to the magnetopause
may
lead to the formationof a slow-modestructure[e.g.,
Songe! al., 1992]observedby satellitesin the magne4. Interaction of an Interplanetary RD
tosheath
near the magnetopause. The magneticfield
With
BS
rotates by nearly the same angle acrossRD1 as across
the initial RD. A large flow deflectionis presentin RD 1
The simulation has also been carried out for the inin the magnetosheath
proper, as shownin the right colteraction betweenthe BS and an interp!anetaryrotaumn of Figure 10. A significantdynamicpressurepulse
tional discontinuity. For the casesin which the RD has

a small normal componentof magneticfield Bn, small
bulge•like plasma structure is present at the intersection between the RD and BS in a similar manner as in

the TD/BS interaction. The modificationof the bow
shock position due to the interaction also appears in
the BS/RD interaction. Nevertheless,
no strongbulge
and no apparent flow deflectionis found to finally form
upstreamof the bow shock,which is more evident in
the caseswith a larger normal componentof magnetic

is present in RD1.

The deflectionof the magnetosheathflow increases
with the field rotation angle A•B acrossthe initial RD

for I
_<180ø. We havealsosimulatedcaseswith
variouspropagationdirectionk of the initial RD. The
RDs with a propagationdirectionmore obliqueto the
x axis may resultin a largersunwarddeflectionin flows

at the bow shock and in the magnetosheath. This is
becausethat the changesof field direction and velocity at a rotational discontinuity are transverseto the
field at RD. This result may be due to the fact that a
normal direction of the discontinuity. An oblique RD
finite normal component of magnetic field at the con- may result in a relatively oblique RD1 front, in which
tact locus between the BS and RD would act to confine
the magnetic tension force may have a relatively large
the ions to the downstreamregion. A strong sunward sunward component. Therefore a strong sunwarddeflow deflection,however,can be generatedin the mag- flection may be generatedin the magnetosheath.Note
netosheathby the BS/RD interaction.
that the generationof anomalousflowsin the magneWe show in case 7 the interaction between the bow
shockand an interplanetary rotational discontinuity.A

detailedanalysisfor the BS/RD interactionin the 2-D
hybrid modelhasbeengivenby Linet al. [1996b].
In case 7, the initial IMF is in the -y direction, with

tosheathby BS/RD interactionhasalsobeensuggested
by Yah and Lee[1996].

5. Summary

Bxo = Bzo = 0 and Byo = -Bo. The solar wind
flow velocity V0 = 5VA0 along the -x direction. At

In summary,2-D hybrid simulationsusinga curvilinear coordinate system have been carried out to investibow shock from the dawn side front boundary. The gate the generationof anomalousflow eventsnear the
propagation direction of the RD is oblique to the x bow shockand in the magnetosheath.The interaction
axis, with k = (-0.866,-0.5, 0), which makesan an- between the bow shock and a interplanetary tangengle of 30ø with Sun-Earth line. The rotation angle of tial discontinuity or rotational discontinuity is examthe tangential magnetic field is A•B = -160 ø across ined. The main results are given below.
the RD.
In the interaction of the BS with a directional TD, a
The left and right column of Figure 10 showsmag- modifiedbow shockBS•, a transmitted tangentialdisnetic field vectors in the xy plane, streamlines in the continuity TD •, and some other wavesmodesmay be
xy plane, and contours of magnetic field, ion number generatedbehind the interaction line. The TD • propagates in the magnetosheathtoward the magnetopause.
density,
andflowspeedat t = 55 •l and70

t = 30 •,

an interplanetary
RD propagates
to the

respectively.
At t = 55 •,

the RD hasinteractedA weak-fastmodewavemay alsobe formedand propa-

with the BS in the subsolarregion and in most of the
dawn side flank region. Kinked field lines are present
slightly downstreamof the now bow shockBS•. The
strength of the BS• is nearly the sameas that of the
initial BS. Associatedwith the field kinks, a strongac-

gate aheadof the TD •, but it is too weakto be identified.
Acrossthe TD •, the rotation angle of magneticfield is
almost the same as that across the incident TD.

As the

interplanetary TD movesto a position wherethe fronts
of BS and TD are nearly perpendicular to each other,
celeration or deceleration in ion flow is found. In some
a bulge structure of magnetic field and plasma may be
regionsthe streamlinesare stronglydeflectedduskward formed at the intersection of the BS and TD, in which
and sunward, as shown in the left column of Figure a hot plasma is present. This bulge expandsto the up10. The deflection of the flow is also seen at the bow
stream,and the width of the TD near the bulgebecomes
shockfront, but it is not as significantas in the cases thick. The size of the bulge, which can be of the order
of a few Earth radii, is also related to the thickness of
of BS/TD interaction.
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Figure 10. Magneticfield vectors,streamlines,
and contoursof magneticfield, ion number

density,
andflowspeed
at t- 55a• and70a• obtained
in case7.
the incomingTD. A strongsunwarddeflectionin ion

theother
hand,
inthecases
witha electric
fieldpoint-

flowvelocitymay be presentin the upstreambulgeas ing away from the TD, the bulge is less likely to be
well as in the downstreammagnetosheath.
The forma- formed in the upstream. These results seem to be contion of the bulge and the anomalousflows is found to sistentwith the previousstudiesby Burgess[1989]and
dependon the directionand symmetryconditionof the Thomaset al. [1991].
upstream motional electric field:
(2) In the caseswith an asymmetricelectricfield or
(1) In the cases
with a symmetric
normalcomponent asymmetric Bz on the two sidesof TD, the formation of
of electricfield on the two sidesof the incomingTD, the bulge is found to be due to two additional reasons
the bulge may be formed under a electric field which

with or without a proper senseof electricfield. First, it
is formed when the total pressureis unbalancednear the
rent sheet.The bulgeis generatedby the reflectedions intersectionof the BS and TD, which is causedby the
movingupstreamfrom the trailing edgeof the TD. On sunward or earthward shift of the modified bow shock
causes the reflected ions to be focused toward the cur-
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BS• relative to the original BS. The reflectedions also
causethe reformation of the bow shock. As a result, the
downstream plasma expands to its low pressureambient as well as to the sunward upstream. An unequal

ion density and field acrossthe interplanetary TD may
enhancethe bulge and thus the flow deflection. Second,
local magnetic reconnectionsmay also be an important
reason for the sunward deflection

of the flow. As the in-

terplanetary current sheet collideswith the bow shock,
the current sheet is compressed,and disturbances are
present in the TD. A magnetic reconnectionmay be
developed at the intersection between the BS and the
TD.

The field tension force associated with the X line

may then accelerate the plasma to the upstream. The
reconnectionis found to be more significantwhen the
field rotation angle A•B is larger than 80ø.
While

our simulation

shows that the anomalous flows

may be present for both proper and improper electric
fields, a further study for the structure of the bulges
under variousdirectionsand symmetryconditionsof the

electricfield on the two sidesof the TD [e.g.,Thomsen
e! al., 1993]hasnot beenconducted.
The spatial profilesof physicsquantitiesthrough the
bulge are found to be consistentwith the satellite crossings near the bow shock[e.g., Thomsene! al., 1986,

1988;Paschmannet al., 1988;Schwartzet al., 1988]in
many aspects. A strong density and field enhancement
is found to flank the bulge, while a core plasma region
with low density is present in the event. The thickness
and strength of the boundary which containsthe high
field and densityvary with the locationacrossthe bulge,
and so do the valuesof the low densityinsidethe events.
In later phasesof the bulge expansion,a low magnetic
field may also be presentin the core of the bulge. A
high ion temperature which is comparableto the downstream temperature is found in the bulge region. The
magnetic field direction changesat the bulge, whereas
in our simulationthis changeis usuallypresentnear the
leadingegdeof the bulge. The solarwind flow speedbecomessubsonicin the bulge. The presenceof the bulge
at the bow shock has been suggestedby Schwartz et

al. [1988]for the generationof the observed
anomalous
flow eventsat the bow shock. For a typical IMF in the
Parker spiral, suchflow eventsare more likely to appear
in the dawn side flank region.
In the interaction of the BS with an interplanetary
RD, a structure RD1 that consistsof slow modes and

As discussedin section 3, there are some features of
the observedbulge that are not found in our simulation.
For example, an isotropic ion velocity distribution in
the hot flow anomaly near upstream of the bow shock

[e.g., Thomsenet al., 1986]is not foundin the simulation. Instead, the perpendiculartemperature is usually
much higher than the parallel temperature. There is
also a slow upstream propagation of the bow shockin
our simulation. Further study including the 3-D effects

on the BS/discontinuityinteractionand morerealistic
time scalesand spatial scalesassociatedwith the bow
shock may be needed. Furthermore, the arrival of the

resultingTD • and RD 1 at the magnetopause
and its effects on the flow structure in the bow shockand magnetosheath are not studied in our simulation. In addition,

the arrival of hot diamagnetic cavities at the magnetopause may produce strong effects on the magnetosphere. Such studies would also require a 3-D model
in which the incomingmagnetic fluxes can be removed
from the daysidemagnetopausein a self-consistentway.
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